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It was in 1974, a time when HEIs (Higher Education Institutions) in Indonesia was difficult and even rare for having a scientific journal, including for IKIP (Institute of Education and Teacher Training) Bandung, now UPI (Indonesia University of Education). A Bulletin was the only printed media available in IKIP Bandung for communicating important matters about IKIP Bandung to the public internally and externally.

In 1986, the time of Bulletin ended, it was the time when a young and energetic Acting Assistant of Rector took office. He brought about new thinking about IKIP Bandung, the needs for change and move forward as an established HEIs focusing on the education of teachers. Bulletin was inadequate, there had to be a respectable publication in which academicians could exchange ideas and present results of researches and innovations in the most respectable manner. A scientific journal was considered most appropriate.

“MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN” as a respectable scientific journal of education emerged. The title of “MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN” was retained, because “MIMBAR” means a place where an academician stood and talked with full authority in his/her area of academic specialization and presented ideas and innovations to other academicians in a respectable academic forum. Scientific authority was exhibited and shared through this “MIMBAR”. So, “MIMBAR” is a podium in an academic forum, where a scientist share his/her brilliant innovations and his/her research findings to the audiences in the academic forum. The term of “PENDIDIKAN” is meaning on Education. In this context, Education was not only related to the education of teachers as the main mission of IKIP Bandung at that time, but also included a wider and broader perspectives that were the education of all aspects of human mankind without discrimination of any kind.

“MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN” was gradually accepted as the only scientific journal of IKIP Bandung, in which faculty members could share ideas, results of researches, and innovations among faculty members of IKIP Bandung; and, at the same time, as a scientific forum for communicating results of researches and innovations to higher education community and particularly to all faculty members and students of IKIP Bandung and of other teacher education institutions across the Indonesian country.

The period of 1986 to 2005 was the period of change and progress. It was during the period when IKIP Bandung became UPI (Universitas Pendidikan Indonesia or Indonesia University of Education), the only national education university in Indonesia. The journal of MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN was well known, particularly among teacher education institutions in the Indonesian country. MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN was a national journal on education, which had been accredited several times.

The year of 2005 was the time when leadership of the university changed and a new leader took power with his ideas and priorities. Unfortunately, the scientific journals were not on his priority list and, therefore, the last accreditation of MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN journal ended in 2007. From that year, UPI in Bandung had gone through a time of silent. The MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN journal had also gone into ashes. There was no single accredited institutional journal of any kind produced by UPI, in the university level, for many years; exceptly one scholarly journal published by the Department or Study Program level, namely “HISTORIA: Jurnal Pendidikan Sejarah” (Journal of History Education), was accredited nationally from 2003 to 2009.

It was the time for retreat. The year of 2016 was the time of the re-emergence of MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN journal. It was the time of revival of the glorious past. Today, MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN journal has been entering a new era, the era of the fourth industrial revolution and pandemic COVID-19 (Corona Virus Disease 2019), with their great impact upon all aspects of human life, especially on health, economy, and education.

Challenges and opportunities have arisen, and competition has been occurring in almost all aspects of human life. New mindsets, new capabilities, new competencies, new knowledge, and new advanced technologies have been emerging. All of these conditions have become new strategic environments for MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN journal. The presence of MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN journal today is only one of the many accredited journals within UPI in Bandung. It implies that there should be new thinking, new mindsets, and new strategies for MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN journal that will enable MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN journal to compete and win the competition.

In the time of competition, MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN journal should come with brilliant ideas catching the eyes of UPI communities and the eyes of communities of Teacher Education Institutions, not only in the Indonesian country, but also in Southeast Asian countries and around the World. So, MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN journal should have new strategies with new mindsets and capabilities to bring MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN move forward and act fast to win the competition and catch the opportunities.

One of the strategies is to make MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN journal move forward not only to become a respectable scientific journal nationally, but more importantly to move beyond to become a reputable Southeast Asian Regional as well as International Journal of Education produced by UPI in Bandung and spread over the international communities.

The articles published in the MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN journal, edition of September 2020, tend to be a scientific journal in education nationally, regionally, and internationally by issuing many articles that come from many institutions and countries in Southeast Asia and around the World. Happy reading the articles that have been professionally reviewed and edited well. Hopefully it will benefit to our academic life.
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